
Essays on Revival 

by Rev. Dr. J. Patrick Bowman, DBS 

Essay 1- Clear Vision Communicated Clearly 

“The most pathetic person in the world is someone who has sight, but has no vision.”  

 Helen Keller 

   

 I believe that revival, whether personal or corporate, must be fueled by vision. But what 

exactly is vision? If we define vision from a dictionary (Vision), the broad scope includes aspects 

of natural seeing; the process in which light rays entering the eye are transformed by the retina 

into electrical signals transmitted to the brain via the optic nerve. Vision is next defined as 

something seen in a dream, trance, or ecstasy, especially a supernatural appearance that 

conveys a revelation, a thought, concept, or object formed by the imagination or a 

manifestation to the senses of something immaterial. The third tier includes the act or power of 

imagination, mode of seeing or conceiving, unusual discernment or foresight, and direct 

mystical awareness of the supernatural, usually in visible form. And only lastly does the 

definition of vision mean something seen. 

 In keeping with the order and direction of the definition after it moves from the natural 

mechanics of sight, I believe vision is not something we first see with the eyes but with the 

heart. And there are many ways vision comes to us. It is sometimes conveyed when voices are 

heard. It can come through angelic visitation or come as words on a page become alive. It can 

come by a prophetic word being spoken. It can come as a heart response to the circumstances 

we find ourselves in. By these means, among others, vision impregnates us and begins to grow 



as a baby in the womb, hidden away in our depths, safe from the prying eyes of others, and 

slowly develops with the utmost purpose. Just as a natural pregnancy cannot be hidden 

forever, vision will begin to manifest on the surface as the process within the womb of our 

heart continues to mature the life it holds and nourishes within. 

 Many people doubt personal prophetic words spoken over them or someone else and 

therefore are doubt that vision can be received through them. There are undoubtedly false 

words spoken by false prophets; God’s word tells us that (2 Timothy 3, for example). But rather 

than throw out the good with the bad, perhaps, rather than doubt, we should approach 

prophesy with discernment and judgment, rightly weighing what is said in light of Holy Spirit 

revelation balanced with scriptural standards. In a 2002 article, Pastor John Arnott writes about 

“The Power of a Prophetic Word.” 

Prophetic words build faith in a person’s heart so that in the future they 

will see miracles take place. Around 1978, long before revival began in 

Toronto, I was visiting The 700 Club in Virginia Beach, VA. It was during a 

very difficult time in my life when everything that I held dear had fallen 

away and come to nothing. There was a prophetic minister there whose 

name I can’t remember who gave me a word: “The problems in your life 

right now seem as though they are boulders blocking your way, but as 

you go forward trusting God, they will sink down before you and become 

stepping stones in a pathway leading to blessing and fruitful ministry.” 

The anointing of God was on those words. They were very encouraging 

for me and restored hope in me for better days ahead. It strengthened 



me to keep going on in faith. I left with a new realization that God was 

with me and cared about my situation. It imparted fresh vision to me, the 

stuff miracles are made of. 

Ever wonder why there is this admonition in scripture, “Do not quench 

the Spirit, do not despise prophecies, but test all things; hold fast what is 

good” (1 Thessalonians 5:19-21)? It is because we sometimes back away 

from the supernatural expression of what the Holy Spirit wants to say to 

us. Perhaps we have had a bad experience with it and now we are afraid; 

but as we see prophetic words restore life to a congregation by bringing 

hope and vision, it will encourage us not to despise but rather love these 

words that prove to be so helpful. And when a prophet makes a mistake 

and is humbly open to correction with a teachable spirit, it also gives us 

peace and freedom to trust them again for the next time, allowing all of 

us to learn by his or her mistake. 

Prophetic words that are given in humility, coming from a clean heart, 

can have tremendous power to build up all of us. This is the kind of word 

that rests in our hearts, that we can wrap our faith around and then 

believe God for the impossible. (Arnott) 

 We read in Proverbs 29:18, “Where there is no vision, the people perish: but he that 

keepeth the law, happy is he” (KJV). I want to look at two keywords in this verse more closely in 

examining how important vision is. The biblical definition of vision certainly informs Merriam-



Webster’s. The Hebrew word in this verse for vision is châzôn, which means mental sight that 

comes from a dream, revelation, or oracle (prophetic in nature). This is definitely in line with 

what we discussed above. The second word is perish. The Hebrew word is pâra’, which means 

to loosen, expose, bring to naught. The NASB renders this word “unrestrained.” The conclusion 

then is that vision can harness, cover, and perpetuate that which otherwise might be 

unrestrained (without purpose), exposed (in the sense of being made vulnerable to harm), or 

destroyed. 

 Revival is dependent on vision. Charles Finney, the great 19th Century revivalist, often 

spoke of what was needed to bring revival. He applied these components to both individuals 

and the entire body of Christ. His list included, among other things, prayer, unity, and being 

filled with the Holy Spirit. (Finney) It is my conviction that each component on Finney’s agenda 

must be birthed in vision. The child in arms is the outward manifestation, but the unseen 

process is the catalyst behind the child. An anonymous Japanese proverb says, “Vision without 

action is a daydream. Action without vision is a nightmare.” In other words, vision calls for 

action, but action calls for vision. 

 Moves of the Holy Spirit resulting from vision do not happen in a vacuum. They are 

primarily exhibited by  vision birthed through one person being communicated clearly to many 

people, and many people receiving the vision and sharing it clearly again and again. The casting 

or communication of vision is foundational to revival. But the right cast of players in place to 

carry out the vision is equally important. Let me illustrate my point with a personal story. 

 Several years ago, I pulled out a jigsaw puzzle from a cabinet I was rooting through. I am 

not especially fond of jigsaw puzzles, but I felt the Holy Spirit’s nudging to set it out on our 



kitchen table. The puzzle in question portrayed a beautiful mission-style church somewhere in 

Arizona. As I separated the pieces and spread them out, I went for the easy border pieces first. I 

spent several hours looking, moving, and trying to join together pieces that looked like they fit 

correctly with one another. I thought I had it, but the border was lopsided. I searched and 

found two more border pieces I had missed but could not see where they went. In going over 

the perimeter again, I saw where I had put two pieces together but realized that it was not a 

perfect match, although it was a close match. So I pulled the mismatched pieces apart, inserted 

the correct replacements, and all was well.  Without the border pieces (cast of leading players) 

set in the proper order, nothing else in the puzzle (the complete vision) would have come 

together correctly. Paul echoes this same idea in 1 Corinthians chapter 12. 

Now there are diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit. And there are 

differences of administrations, but the same Lord. And there are 

diversities of operations, but it is the same God which worketh all in all. 

But the manifestation of the Spirit is given to every man to profit withal. 

For to one is given by the Spirit the word of wisdom; to another the word 

of knowledge by the same Spirit; To another faith by the same Spirit; to 

another the gifts of healing by the same Spirit; To another the working of 

miracles; to another prophecy; to another discerning of spirits; to 

another divers kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation of tongues: 

But all these worketh that one and the selfsame Spirit, dividing to every 

man severally as he will. For as the body is one, and hath many members, 

and all the members of that one body, being many, are one body: so also 



is Christ. For by one Spirit are we all baptized into one body, whether we 

be Jews or Gentiles, whether we be bond or free; and have been all made 

to drink into one Spirit. For the body is not one member, but many. If the 

foot shall say, Because I am not the hand, I am not of the body; is it 

therefore not of the body? And if the ear shall say, Because I am not the 

eye, I am not of the body; is it therefore not of the body? If the whole 

body were an eye, where were the hearing? If the whole were hearing, 

where were the smelling? But now hath God set the members every one 

of them in the body, as it hath pleased him. And if they were all one 

member, where were the body? But now are they many members, yet 

but one body. And the eye cannot say unto the hand, I have no need of 

thee: nor again the head to the feet, I have no need of you. Nay, much 

more those members of the body, which seem to be more feeble, are 

necessary: And those members of the body, which we think to be less 

honourable, upon these we bestow more abundant honour; and our 

uncomely parts have more abundant comeliness. For our comely parts 

have no need: but God hath tempered the body together, having given 

more abundant honour to that part which lacked: That there should be 

no schism in the body; but that the members should have the same care 

one for another. And whether one member suffer, all the members suffer 

with it; or one member be honoured, all the members rejoice with it. 

Now ye are the body of Christ, and members in particular. And God hath 



set some in the church, first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly 

teachers, after that miracles, then gifts of healings, helps, governments, 

diversities of tongues. Are all apostles? are all prophets? are all teachers? 

are all workers of miracles? Have all the gifts of healing? do all speak with 

tongues? do all interpret? But covet earnestly the best gifts: and yet shew 

I unto you a more excellent way.  

(1Co 12:4-31) 

Each piece in its proper place, each actor in their proper role, each member functioning as they 

are meant to; this is the outward manifestation of an inward vision. 

 When we look at the revival and reformation movements of the past 500 years, we 

usually know the names of the vision bearers who became vision casters. Their names are 

etched in both church and social history. These players represent the border on my puzzle. 

They are the initial spiritual pioneers that formed the framework that God’s subsequent works 

would be framed by in their own times. But what about those human pieces that helped 

perpetuate the larger story in supportive roles? As Paul says, It takes all the members to create 

the full picture. A television show, movie, play, and yes, even a vision, must be cast correctly. 

Not everyone can play the lead, but the supporting roles are vital in portraying the full story. 

When viewing a dramatic presentation, have you ever said to yourself, “They were the perfect 

actor for that part?” 

 Many lesser-known supporting cast members played significant roles in church history. 

Without his cousin, Olivetan, and the French reformer Lefevre D’Etaples, where would Calvin 

have been? Without his wife Katharina von Bora and close confidant Philipp Melanchthon, 



where would Luther have been? Without his brother Charles, and contemporary George 

Whitefield, where would John Wesley have been? Without his former pastor, George W. Gale, 

and abolitionist Theodore D. Weld, where would Charles Finney have been? Although not as 

famous as those they supported, these lesser players were fundamental in carrying out the 

vision. 

 I could talk about the supporting cast in the vision of William Seymour, Aimee Semple 

McPherson, Kathryn Kuhlman, Oral Roberts, A.A. Allen, and Billy Graham, and in more recent 

times, the vision of countless others in the contemporary work of the Holy Spirit around the 

world.  

 God has a perfect part for every member of the body of Christ. I believe it is the 

responsibility of pregnant visionaries to birth the vision and communicate the vision well, under 

the Holy Spirit’s guidance.  When a child is born, it is not enough to say, “It’s a boy” or “It’s a 

girl.” No! People want to know the details. There are many examples in the Bible of leadership 

with good communication skills. But for this particular study of a pattern for revival, I want to 

look at King Hezekiah in 2 Chronicles 29. 

 A little background here is needed to set the stage before we move on. Hezekiah’s 

father, Ahaz, was king of Judah 16 years before Hezekiah took the throne. We need only read 

the first five verses of 2 Chronicles 28 to see what kind of king Ahaz was. 

Ahaz was twenty years old when he began to reign, and he reigned 

sixteen years in Jerusalem: but he did not that which was right in the 

sight of the LORD, like David his father: For he walked in the ways of the 

kings of Israel, and made also molten images for Baalim. Moreover he 



burnt incense in the valley of the son of Hinnom, and burnt his children in 

the fire, after the abominations of the heathen whom the LORD had cast 

out before the children of Israel. He sacrificed also and burnt incense in 

the high places, and on the hills, and under every green tree. Wherefore 

the LORD his God delivered him into the hand of the king of Syria; and 

they smote him, and carried away a great multitude of them captives, 

and brought them to Damascus. And he was also delivered into the hand 

of the king of Israel, who smote him with a great slaughter.  

(2Ch 28:1-5) 

 We get a summary in 28:19 where it says, “For the LORD brought Judah low because of 

Ahaz king of Israel; for he made Judah naked, and transgressed sore against the LORD.” At one 

point, Ahaz decided that the gods of the Syrians should be worshipped since it seemed they had 

helped Syria defeat him. So we read in verses 24-27 the folly and the end of Ahaz. 

And Ahaz gathered together the vessels of the house of God, and cut in 

pieces the vessels of the house of God, and shut up the doors of the 

house of the LORD, and he made him altars in every corner of Jerusalem. 

And in every several city of Judah he made high places to burn incense 

unto other gods, and provoked to anger the LORD God of his fathers. 

Now the rest of his acts and of all his ways, first and last, behold, they are 

written in the book of the kings of Judah and Israel. And Ahaz slept with 

his fathers, and they buried him in the city, even in Jerusalem: but they 



brought him not into the sepulchres of the kings of Israel: and Hezekiah 

his son reigned in his stead.  

(2Ch 28:24-27) 

 So we see that Hezekiah was coming into an extraordinary situation when he assumed 

the throne of Judah. And if we do the math, it would seem that Ahaz must have been only 11 

years old when he fathered Hezekiah.  This may be so but can also be approached differently. 

Ancient writers figured years as any point within a year, and also they sometimes omitted 

counting the incomplete years in a king’s reign. One good guess is that Ahaz was probably 

closer to 14 when he fathered Hezekiah.  

 As we move into chapter 29, verse 1, we are given the name of Hezekiah’s mother, 

Abijah.  Since it is pretty evident, looking at Ahaz’s character as a leader, that he would not 

have been a godly influence in Hezekiah’s life, we can bet that Abijah was such an influence. We 

are told Abijah is Zechariah’s daughter, perhaps the faithful prophet to King Uzziah, three reigns 

before his. If so, this accounts for a godly heritage passed to her son, with help from others. 

During Hezekiah’s entire lifetime, Isaiah was fulfilling his ministry in Jerusalem, and tradition 

has it that Isaiah was Hezekiah’s tutor, and most likely a respected counselor. This upbringing 

was a stark contrast to what was written of Ahaz in 2 Chronicles 28:1, as we read of Hezekiah in 

29:2: “And he did that which was right in the sight of the LORD, according to all that David his 

father had done.” The reference to King David as Ahaz’s father reflects the fact that he was in 

David’s lineage, and his name is recorded in the genealogy of Jesus in Matthew 1.  

 Now, returning to vision, Theodore Hesburgh (1917-2015), the noted American Catholic 

priest who was president of Notre Dame for 35 years, said, “The very essence of leadership is 



that you have a vision. It’s got to be a vision you articulate clearly and forcefully on every 

occasion. You can’t blow an uncertain trumpet.” (Hesburgh) We see the initial sounding of 

Hezekiah’s vision in 2 Chronicles 29:3: “He in the first year of his reign, in the first month, 

opened the doors of the house of the LORD, and repaired them.” Why was this repair needed? 

As we read above, Ahaz had stripped all the gold from the doors of the temple and plundered 

the palace to bribe the King of Assyria to help him. Hezekiah’s first duty as king was to open and 

repair the doors of the temple. There are several things to consider in Hezekiah’s actions; he 

acted immediately and with the right priorities. Hezekiah immediately gave his nation a 

prophetic object lesson to show his heart before saying a word to them. He understood that 

communicating vision can come through several means.  

 I believe as we move through this pattern for revival we will see that Hezekiah 

understood what Steve Coats, principle team member at International Leadership Associates, 

echoes in an article titled “Communicate As A Leader: Getting Everyone Enlisted In The Vision.” 

How do the really effective leaders communicate with their followers? 

The answer is “very well!” 

   If only it were that simple. 

Truly communicating as a leader is a much different matter than merely  

giving a speech or sending a management edict. It is one thing to tell 

people what to do and how to do it. It is quite another to inspire them to 

want to do the things that are necessary for the life of the enterprise. 

If there is one characteristic that most differentiates effective leaders 

from the rest of the pack, it is the vision of the future that they provide to 



the members of the organization. Although creating an uplifting and 

inspiring vision is difficult enough, it is not where most would be leaders 

fail. They fail in communicating the vision in a way that continues to 

enlist the dedicated, emotional commitment of the people throughout 

the ranks. (Coats) 

 Hezekiah, because he became the “gatekeeper” to God’s house, is a type and shadow of 

the prophet. Keep that in mind as you read through the rest of this series of essays. Prophets 

spiritually stand at the doors of God’s house, watching the comings and goings. Their interest is 

not confined to just the front door; they tend what might be sneaking in the back, as well. They 

open doors when called by God to do so and close doors when required to do so. Remember 

that at Elijah’s words, the heavens were shut of rain over Israel, and at Elijah’s words, the 

heavens were opened again. 

 Even though Hezekiah’s initial communication of vision was mostly non-verbal, words 

are essential, too. In an article titled “Six leadership Traits of Sir Winston Churchill,” Eduardo 

Lim reminds us how important verbal communication is in conveying a clear vision. 

Winston Churchill exemplified key leadership skills during his reign as the 

Prime Minister of Britain during the 1940’s and 1950’s. 

Through the study of leadership theories it can be ascertained Winston 

Churchill portrayed a number of characteristics, traits and behaviors of a 

charismatic and transformational leader. 

His charismatic leadership traits enabled him to adopt a vision and 

concentrate on the bigger picture, which enabled him to claim victory for 



his nation. Churchill was able to perform his duties democratically and 

not as a totalitarian dictator. 

To be an exceptional leader one must have strong communication skills. 

When much of Britain was in despair, he excelled and through his 

inspirational speeches, encouraged people to have faith in him. By using 

simple, but precise language he was able to deliver effective speeches to 

his nation that all could understand, thus the people of Britain could 

identify with him and trust his vision. This enabled him to achieve the 

goals of the country and lead a democratic nation to victory over Nazi 

Germany. 

Much can be learnt from his strong communication skills, innovation and 

trustworthiness that made him one of the great leaders in history. He 

was and still is a true inspiration to others and his principles are still 

relevant today in our uncertain climate as they were more than 60 years 

ago. As Churchill said “History will be kind to me as I intend to write it.” 

(Lim) 

 In my opinion, history has been kind to Hezekiah for the same reason. The king had the 

vision to reform and revive his country’s religious and civil life that had been destroyed by his 

father, Ahaz. Hezekiah made the vision clear and communicated it well. As we move on, we will 

discover more fully the other vital elements of a pattern for revival. 
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Questions for Reflection- Essay 1 

Now it is time to interact with Essay 1- Clear Vision Communicated Clearly. By reading the 

following questions and then taking time to reflect on and honestly answering them, you will 

gain a deeper understanding of how the Lord is currently working with you in personal revival. 

This realization will help you to create a plan of prayer and practical actions leading to a closer 

walk with Jesus. Write your answers in a journal or other private place and periodically come 

back to the questions and answer them again. This practice will hopefully document spiritual 

growth in your life over time. If you are in a discussion group, share publicly only what you are 

comfortable sharing. 

Questions for Reflection 

1. As you read the general definition of vision at the beginning of the chapter, were there words 

or phrases you were unfamiliar with or that made you uncomfortable? Words and phrases like 

dream, trance, supernatural appearance, imagination, unusual discernment, foresight, etc. are 

words and phrases that are Biblical in nature and there are examples of their manifestation 

(another one of those words!) throughout the scriptures. Read several of the following 

scriptures and imagine you are the person God is contacting in the supernatural way described. 

How would you have reacted if you were them? How does your answer compare to how they 

reacted? 

Matthew 1:18-24 

Luke 1:26-38 

Acts 2:1-4 



Acts 8:25-26, 39-40 

Acts 9:1-7 

Acts 10:1-17, 30-31 

Acts 12:6-10 

Acts 16:9-10 

Revelation 1:9-17a 

Isaiah 6:1-8 

2. Have you had a personal experience of seeing, feeling, hearing, smelling, or tasting 

something you would categorize as supernatural? If so, describe it and your reaction to it. 

3. Setting aside the outwardly supernatural ways God speaks and communicates with us, He 

more often speaks to us by depositing a “seed of knowing” within us where the Holy Spirit 

testifies, confirms, or reveals in our spirit a particular truth (example: our salvation; Romans 

8:16). Can you remember times you just knew something and realized only God could have 

given you that insight? Describe when, where, and how that happened and the results.  

4. I summarized 1 Corinthians 12:4-31 as “each piece in its proper place, each actor in their 

proper role, each member functioning as they are meant to; this is the outward manifestation 

of an inward vision.” Do you feel you are in the proper place, proper role, and functioning as 

you were meant to function in the body of Christ? If so, describe your place, role, and/or 

function. If not, explain why you feel that way.  

 



5. Has God deposited in you a “vision” (a profound resounding witness) for your life and 

ministry? Are you currently cooperating with the Holy Spirit in fulfilling that vision? If so, how, 

and if not, why not? 

 


